AGENDA
STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD
NOTICE OF MEETING

PLEASE NOTE: Agenda items may be taken out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the board and/or to aid in the effectiveness of the meeting other than those items posted with a specific date and time.

** ** PUBLIC NOTICE ** **

STATE CONTRACTORS’ BOARD MEETING

DATE: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21, 2002
TIME: 8:30 AM
LOCATION: BOARD ROOM
2310 CORPORATE CIRCLE, SUITE 200
HENDERSON, NEVADA 89074

** ** AGENDA ** **

1. A. BOARD GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
   CALL TO ORDER - Michael Zech, Chairman
   1. * Pledge of Allegiance
   2. * Approval of the minutes of the August 6, 2002 Board Meeting

B. EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT, including:
   1. * Unfinished Business
   2. * Status Report of Litigation Matters
   3. * Discussion of Vision Craft Homes Appeal
   4. * Discussion on Hearing Officer
   6. * Cash Disbursements and Transfer Journals 06/30/02
   7. * Executive Officer’s Report 06/30/02
   8. * NASCLA Update
   9. * Future Agendas
10. * Approval of Recovery Fund Claims
    • Aqua Blue Pools, License No. 32761
       Walter Clyde Welty, Partner, and Katherine Eveleen Welty, Partner
    • Action Painting, License Nos. 42099
       Clarence Joseph Chalker, Owner
    • Follmer Contracting Inc., License No. 40758
       Walter Follmer, President; and
    • Christiansen Pools, License No. 10682
       Ralph A. Christensen, Owner
C. **DEPARTMENT REPORTS, including:**
   1. *Investigations Division*
      • Special Investigations Unit
      • Compliance Investigations Unit
   2. *Licensing Division*
   3. *Human Resources*
   4. *Public Education*

2. **PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BOND OPINION**
   * Casa Grande Pools & Spas
     Colleen Grande, Owner

3. **INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS:**
   1. Hunter Electric, License #38140
   2. Philip Morgan Co., License #37741
   3. Integrity Pools, Inc., License #41217
   4. Century Elevator of Nevada LLC, License #43225
   5. Hansons Home Improvement, License #39387

4. **DISCIPLINARY HEARING**
   * D R Christiansen & Sons, Lic. 50895
     Dale Ray Christensen, President

5. **DISCIPLINARY HEARING**
   * L & L Landscape, Lic. No. 46363
     Larry Mitchell Barrios, Owner

6. **DISCIPLINARY HEARING**
   * Quantum Construction, License No. 36596
     Michael Steven White, Owner

7. **DISCIPLINARY HEARING**
   * Gregg C. Bohannon Plumbing & Construction, Lic. 41121
     Gregg C. Bohanon, Owner

8. **DISCIPLINARY HEARING - DEFAULT ORDERS**
   * Sun Valley Plumbing & Mechancial dba Elkhorn Plumbing & Mechanical, Lic. 49872
     Gregory Baal, President
     * Hudson Controls, Inc., Lic. Nos. 40470, 50126, and 50127
       Jeffery Hudson Hibler, President
     * Addison Landscaping, Lic. No. 46744
       Enoch A. Durham, Owner
     * High Impact Design & Entertainment dba H I D E, Inc., Lic. #53420
       Deron James Growe
     * The Gas Specialist Corporation, Lic. #53022
       Sandra Sanchez, Vice President

9. **STATUS HEARING**
   * Professional Star Construction, Lic. #43167A and 48922
     Karen Kopittke, President
10. **APPLICATION HEARING**  
   * Golden Eagle  
   Nshan N. Oundjian, Owner  

11. **APPLICATION INTERVIEW**  
    Cool Concepts Inc.  
    Terence T. Tarver, President  

12. *Applications (Closed meeting pursuant to NRS 241.030, list attached)  
13. **Public Comment (Discussion Only)  
14. *Adjournment  

* Denotes items on which action may occur.  
** Under the Public Comment agenda item, members of the general public may bring matters not appearing on this agenda to the attention of the board. The board may discuss the matters, but may not act on the matters at this meeting. If the board desires, the matters may be placed on a future agenda for action.

NOTICES POSTED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS  
NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – HENDERSON, NEVADA  
NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – RENO  
LAS VEGAS CITY HALL  
SAWYER STATE BUILDING  
CLARK COUNTY LIBRARY  

PLEASE NOTE:  
1) Persons/facilities desiring copies of the board’s agenda must submit their request in writing every six months.  

2) With regard to any board meeting, it is possible that an amended notice will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended notices will be posted in accordance with the Open Meeting Law: however, they will not be mailed to individuals on the board’s mailing list.  

3) Members of the public who are disabled and require special accommodations or assistance at the meeting are requested to notify the board office in writing at 2310 Corporate Circle Suite 200, Henderson, Nevada 89074, or by calling 486-1100 prior to the date of the meeting.
LAS VEGAS
BOARD INTERVIEW
AUGUST 21, 2002

1. COOL CONCEPTS INC, TERENCE TIMOTHY TARVER, PRES; NORMAN FRANK LOURENCO, JR, SCTR; TERENCE T TARVER, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING), NEW APPLICATION, - INTERVIEW 1:45 P.M.
LAS VEGAS
BOARD DECISION
AUGUST 21, 2002

2. D VELOP INC, MERLE DEWEY JONES, PRES; RICKY RUSHTON, TR; J MARIO SANCHEZ, VP; MERLE DEWEY JONES, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION, - BOARD DECISION

3. NEVADA DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC, ALAKSANDAR HADIJISKI, PRES; DENNIS FELDKIRCHNER, SEC/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, - NAME SIMILARITY - BOARD DECISION

4. PADDOCK POOLS OF NEVADA INC, 47875, LEWIS DAVID GHIZ, PRES, (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS), RAISE IN LIMIT, BOARD DECISION BOND

5. R J S CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION INC, SHARON ELAINE ROBERTS, PRES; PETER JOHN NICHOLAS, TREAS; PETER JOHN NICHOLAS, (TR/CMS/TRADE), (C-3-CARPENTRY), NEW APPLICATION, - BOARD DECISION

6. VANIR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT INC, 43846, MANSOUR M ALIABADI, PRES, (B-GENERAL BUILDING), LATE RENEWAL, - BOARD DECISION

7. WOODPECKER CONSTRUCTION, 50331, JOHNNY RAY SKIRVIN, OWN; JOHNNY RAY SKIRVIN, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), F/S ON RENEWAL, BOARD DECISION
LAS VEGAS
NEW APPLICATIONS
AUGUST 21, 2002

8. A 1 SANDBLASTING INC, JENNIFER ANN ROBERTS, PRES; MICHAEL LORIANE ROBERTS, SE/CMS/TRAD, (C-4D-SANDBLASTING), NEW APPLICATION

9. ADDISON GLASS INC, STEVE E VANMEETREN, PRES, (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING), NEW APPLICATION

10. ALEXANDERS MASONRY INC, DAVID LEE ALEXANDER, PRES; SUSAN KAYE ALEXANDER, SEC/CMS; DAVID LEE ALEXANDER, PR/TRADE, (C18-MASONRY), NEW APPLICATION

11. ANTRIM COMPANIES LLC (THE), LEONARD JOHN DOMINGUEZ, MEMBER; PAUL BRYAN ROBERTS, MEMBER; SANDRA FAY WATERS, MEMBER; LEONARD JOHN DOMINGUEZ, ME/CMS/TRADE, (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), NEW APPLICATION

12. BURROUGHS CONSTRUCTION, JOE S BURROUGHS, OWN; JOE S BURROUGHS, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B-5 PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES.), NEW APPLICATION

13. BURTON LUMBER & HARDWARE COMPANY, DANIEL S BURTON, PRES; JACK P SCHWARTZ, QE/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

14. CELESTIAL SOLAR SYSTEMS, TROY HARRISON GRAHAM, PART; JONATHAN ROLAND HUNEYCUTT, PART; JONATHAN ROLAND HUNEYCUTT, (PA/CMS); TROY HARRISON GRAHAM, (PA/TRADE), (C37-SOLAR CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

15. D & D SERVICES INC, DANIEL JOSEPH COSGROVE, PRES; DANIEL JOSEPH COSGROVE, (PR/CMS/TRAD, (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING), NEW APPLICATION

16. JOE DEMARCO CONSTRUCTION LLC, JOSEPH E DEMARCO JR, MG/ME; MARK WAYNE VERNON, QE/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

17. ENVIRONMENTAL PRO SCAPE INC, WILLIAM S BATES, PRES; WILLIAM S BATES, PRES/CMS/TRADE, (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

18. INTEGRITY MILLWORK GROUP LLC, JAMES VIRGIL STRANGE, MANAGER; JAMES EDWIN HOWARD, QE/CMS/TRADE, (C-3-CARPENTRY), NEW APPLICATION

19. IRRI SCAPE CONSTRUCTION NEVADA, CONSTITUTION, ROBERT HENKING SMITH, PRES, (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

20. JAYCEE ELECTRIC INC, JAMES ALAN COX, PRES, (C-2A,G-ELECTRICAL WIRING/ RESIDENTIAL WIRING), NEW APPLICATION


22. LAKEVIEW TRUCKING & LANDSCAPE SERVICE, FRANK J QUATRINO, OWN; FRANK J QUATRINO, OWN/CMS/TRADE, (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, - REQUESTING FOURTH ATTEMPT TO TEST
23. MADSEN KNEPPERS & ASSOCIATES INC, JOZEF H KNEPPERS, PRES; THOMAS A DAVIS, QE/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

24. MOUNTAIN VISTA LANDSCAPE, JOHN MICHAEL VACCARO, OWN, (C-14I PATIO COVERS), NEW APPLICATION

25. NEIGHBORHOOD LANDSCAPE DESIGN LLC, WADE O WHITAKER, ME; JANICE M WHITAKER, ME; JASON L MCKNIGHT, ME; JANICE M WHITAKER, ME/CMS; WADE O WHITAKER, ME/TRADE, (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

26. NEONARTWORKS.COM, INC, DOUG AZAR, PR; DOUG AZAR, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-6A,B,D OUTDOOR ADVERTISING/ ELECTRICAL SIGNS/PAINTED SIGNS), NEW APPLICATION

27. NORPAC CONSTRUCTION LLC, SPIRO G DASKALOS, MANAGER/MEMBER; SPIRO G DASKALOS, (MG/ME/CMS/TRADE), (C-3-CARPENTRY), NEW APPLICATION

28. NORPAC CONSTRUCTION LLC, SPIRO G DASKALOS, MANAGER/MEMBER; SPIRO G DASKALOS, (MG/ME/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

29. NORPAC CONSTRUCTION LLC, SPIRO G DASKALOS, MANAGER/MEMBER; SPIRO G DASKALOS, (MG/ME/CMS/TRADE), (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, - WAIVE TRADE EXAMS

30. OREGON ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION INC, GLENN W PATTERSON, PRES; DANIEL L PHARR, QE/CMS/TRADE, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

31. T W PAGE DRYWALL, TERRY WAYNE PAGE, MGR/MEM; SHERYL LEEANN PAGE, MEM; TERRY WAYNE PAGE, (MG/ME/CMS/TRADE), (C-3D,G,J,M-INSULATION; ACOUSTICAL TILE; DRYWALL; STUDS OF SHEET METAL), NEW APPLICATION

32. PRINE & WATSON CONTRACTING LLC, CHARLES DWAYNE PRINE, MEMBER; LARRY RAY WATSON, MGR/MEM; CHARLES DWAYNE PRINE, (ME/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, - WAIVER OF EXAMS

33. RICHMOND DRYWALL INC, LANCE ALAN RICHMONG, PRES, (C-4E,F-DRYWALL; SHEETMETAL), NEW APPLICATION

34. S & S MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS INC, DARREL FOREMASTER STUCKI, PRES; DARREL FOREMASTER STUCKI, PR/CMS; STEPHEN LYNN SHAKESPEARE, QE/TRADE, (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING), NEW APPLICATION

35. SPECIAL SERVICE CONTRACTORS INC, RUSSELL R WILSON, PRES; RUSSELL R WILSON, PRES/CMS/TRADE, (A-12,14,15,19,20-EXCAVATING, GRADING, TRENCHING AND SURFACING; STEEL ERECTION AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY; SEWERS, DRAINS AND PIPES; PIPELINE AND CONDUITS; INDUSTRIAL PIPING), NEW APPLICATION, - RECONSIDERATION
36. STEVENS ELECTRIC, RANDY JAY STEVENS, OWN; RANDY JAY STEVENS, OWN/CMS/TRADE, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, - RECONSIDERATION

37. UNIQUE PLUMBING, DAVID ORTEGA, OWN; DAVID ORTEGA, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C-1D-PLUMBING), NEW APPLICATION

38. W P M CONSTRUCTION LLC, PAUL ANDREW MISCH, MEM; JOHN MURRELL PETERMAN, MG/ME; PAUL ANDREW MISCH, (ME/CMS); GREGORY M DELALEURS, (QE/TRADE), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION, - RECONSIDERATION

39. WEST VALLEY LANDSCAPE INC, DONNA MARIE VAN DEWITTE, PRES; RICHARD PETE DEWITTE, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

40. WIRENUTS ELECTRICAL SERVICE, MICHAEL SOLOMOVICI, OWN; ROBERT C ECKERT, QE/CMS/TRADE, (C-2G-RESIDENTIAL WIRING), NEW APPLICATION
41. A & S TILLY TILE & MARBLE, 27513, STEFAN TILLY, OWN; KELLY G BRADY, (QE/CMS); (RESIGNED 05/01/2002); STEFAN TILLY, (OW/TRADE), (C20-TILING), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER, -CMS ONLY

42. A & S TILLY TILE & MARBLE, 34805, STEFAN TILLY, PRES; KELLY G BRADY, (QQ/CMS); (RESIGNED 05/01/2002); STEFAN TILLY, (PR/TRADE), (C19B,C-MARBLE; ARTIFICIAL OR CULTURED MARBLE), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER, -CMS ONLY

43. ACTIVE PLUMBING, ACTIVE PLUMBING INC, 47021, EDWARD ROBERT SCHMITT, PRES, (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING), F/S ON RENEWAL

44. AMPAM R C R COMPANIES, 37075, RORY A BERTAINA, PRES; JACK SADLER, QE/CMS/TRADE; (RESIGNED 07/01/2002), (C-1C-INSULATION OF PIPES & DUCTS), 90 DAY EXTENSION

45. THOMAS L BAKER INC, 36671, VICTORIA JEAN BAKER, SECT; NORMAN CECIL WOODS, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER, -CMS ONLY

46. BUDGET SIGNS LTD, 50538, CLARKE DALE WELBOURNE, MEMBER; KURT ALAN JAEGER, MANAG/CMS/TRADE; (RESIGNED 03/29/2002), (C-6B-ELECTRICAL SIGNS), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER

47. C E H ELECTRIC COMPANY, 39767, CHRIS EDWARD HICKEY, OWN, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), BOND CANCELLATION

48. CALIFORNIA DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION LLC, 48146, SCOTT GORDON STOFFER, MANAGER; SCOTT GORDON STOFFER, (MG/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION, F/S REVIEW ON WILLIAM RAGLAND

49. CALIFORNIA DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION LLC, 48146, SCOTT GORDON STOFFER, MANAGER, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), F/S ON RENEWAL

50. CALIFORNIA DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION LLC, 48146, SCOTT GORDON STOFFER, (MG/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), OFFICER CHANGE

51. CALIFORNIA DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION LLC, 48146, SCOTT GORDON STOFFER, MANAGER; SCOTT GORDON STOFFER, (MG/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

52. CASA GRANDE POOLS INC, 54309, COLLEEN D GRANDE, PRES, (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT

53. CONSTRUCTION GROUP INC, 46689, FRED FARAMARZ SHAKIB, PRES, (B-GENERAL BUILDING), F/S ON RENEWAL

54. CRAFT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, 44676, JANUSZ NOWAK, PRES, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), BOND CANCELLATION
LAS VEGAS
LICENSE CHANGES
AUGUST 21, 2002

55. D & R ENTERPRISES INC, 53921, DONALD ANDREW SOBERDASH, PRES, (A8,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,19, 20- SEAL/STRIPE ASPHALTIC SURFACES; RECYCLING ASPHALT; EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE; WRECKING BUILDINGS; STEEL ERECTION & IND MACHINERY; SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES; PAVING STREETS, DRIVEWAYS, LOTS; LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY; PIPELINE & CONDUITS;), REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION

56. DATAPLUS COMMUNICATIONS LLC, 47955, ADAM RICHARD KEITH, MANAGER; *SEE REMARKS FOR ADD'L PRINCIPAL; ADAM RICHARD KEITH, (MG/CMS/TRADE), (C-2D,E-AMPLIFYING SYSTEMS; SIGNAL SYSTEMS), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

57. DESERT MOON DEVELOPMENT, 38031, ROGER DALE BOZARTH, PART; HENRY DAVID BOZARTH, PART; ROGER DALE BOZARTH, (PA/CMS/TRADE); HENRY DAVID BOZARTH, (PA/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), REACTIVATE INACTIVE STATUS

58. DESERT MOON DEVELOPMENT, 38031, ROGER DALE BOZARTH, PART; HENRY DAVID BOZARTH, PART; ROGER DALE BOZARTH, (PA/CMS/TRADE); HENRY DAVID BOZARTH, (PA/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), BOND CANCELLATION

59. EDGEWATER CUSTOM POOLS INC, 41387A, WILLIAM H EDGINGTON, PRES; WILLIAM H EDGINGTON, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS), OFFICER CHANGE

60. GREGCO SUPPLY INC, 40653, GREG HANNIG, PRES, (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT

61. HALL CONSTRUCTION INC, 18502, LYLE FRED FRAZIER, PRES; HENRY TAYLOR, VP/CMS/TRADE; (RESIGNED 07/01/2002), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), 90 DAY EXTENSION

62. HARDLINE ELECTRIC INC, 47019, DON RAYMOND WINEGAR, PRES, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT

63. I M C INC, 52511, RITA DIANE LEIGH, PRES; DOUGLAS LEIGH, VP/CMS/TRADE; (DECEASED 07/05/02), (C42-COMMUNITY ANTENNA T.V. SYSTEMS), 90 DAY EXTENSION

64. K T PLUMBING ENTERPRISES INC, 48555, TAMMIE E ROGERS, PRES, (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING), F/S ON RENEWAL

65. KAMRAN AND COMPANY INC, 42022, FIROUZEH AMIRI, PRES, (C26A-KITCHEN & LAB EQUIPMENT), RAISE IN LIMIT

66. KAMRAN AND COMPANY INC, 52465, FIROUZEH AMIRI, PRES, (C21A-REFRIGERATION), RAISE IN LIMIT
67. L M Construction Co LLC, 42596A, Lawrence Scott Monkarsch, Manager, (B2-Residential & Small Commercial), One Time Raise in Limit

68. Land Escape LLC, 49869, Christopher Michael Schwarz, Manager, (C10-Landscape Contracting), Raise in Limit

69. Lewis Landscape Design, 41433, Scott Allen Lewis, Pres, (C10-Landscape Contracting), One Time Raise in Limit

70. Lucent Technologies Inc, 43179, Homayoun FirouzTash, Pres; Dennis St Clair, (QE/CMS/Trade), (C-2A,G-Electrical Wiring; Residential Wiring), Additional Qualifier


72. MiKennis Mechanical Contractors Inc, 17653, Dennis Allen Keife, Pres; Michael Shawn Keife, QQ/CMS/Trade; (Resigned 03/22/2002), (C21B-Air Conditioning), 90 Day Extension

73. MiKennis Mechanical Contractors Inc, 18860, Dennis Allen Keife, Pres; Michael Shawn Keife, QQ/CMS/Trade; (Resigned 03/22/2002), (A19,20-Pipeline & Conduits; Industrial Piping), 90 Day Extension

74. Norcraft Companies LLC, 47954, David Bruce Horne, Manager; *See Remarks for Add’l Principal; Brian S Griesmann, QE/CMS/Trade; (Resigned 02/19/2002), (C-3C-Cabinets & Millwork), 30 Day Extension

75. Nu Floor Systems Inc, 44308, Rys Fairbrother, Pres; Sheila Ann Hodges, (ST/CMS); Donald Gales Hodges, (Pres/Trade); (Deceased 03/14/2002), (C40-Designated For Ardex Self Leveling Topping & Underlaments.), Change in Qualifier

76. Pacific Coast Development, 53208, Daniel Eugene Downey, Pres; Robert William Odell, (QE/CMS/Trade), (B2-Residential & Small Commercial), Raise in Limit, Reconsideration-Bond Amount

77. R G Electric Inc, 31604, Richard Sandy Ginocchi, Pres, (C-2-Electrical Contracting), One Time Raise in Limit

78. Ramos Plumbing, 50568, Felix Ramos, Own, (C-1D-Plumbing), F/S on Renewal


80. Roche Constructors Inc, 42653, Thomas Joseph Roche, Pres; Michael Warren Allen, (VP/CMS/Trade), (AB-General Engineering), Additional Qualifier
LAS VEGAS
LICENSE CHANGES
AUGUST 21, 2002

81. ROCKY TOP, PARKS & ASSOCIATES INC DBA, 33391, J P PARKS, PRES; J P PARKS, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

82. ROYAL OAK CONST, 35809, RICHARD TIM CAVES, OWN; RICHARD TIM CAVES, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

83. S D DEVELOPMENT LLC, 52288, SHAWN DANOSKI, MANAGER, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

84. SILVER SAGE ELECTRIC, 44478, WAYNE SILVA, OWN, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), BOND CANCELLATION

85. SOUTHERN NEVADA DECKING, 50649, PIERRE ANTHONY KUHN, OWN, (C40-DECORATIVE COATING), RAISE IN LIMIT

86. SPARKS & HECKER CONSTRUCTION, 37481, RANDALL DAVID SPARKS, PART, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT

87. STANDARD GENERAL LLC, 49733, DWIGHT DEE HARRIS, MANAGER; JENNIFER SUE HARRIS, MANAGER, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), F/S ON RENEWAL

88. STEFFEN POOLS LLC A NEVADA LIMITED LIABILITY CO, 49107, ROBERT STEFFEN, MANAGER, (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS), F/S ON RENEWAL

89. TRADEWINDS CONSTRUCTION, 26746A, JEFFREY DAVID VILKIN, PRES, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

90. TRADEWINDS CONSTRUCTION, 27139A, JEFFREY DAVID VILKIN, PRES, (C-3-CARPENTRY), RAISE IN LIMIT

91. TRADEWINDS CONSTRUCTION, 46139, JEFFREY DAVID VILKIN, PRES, (C-4A-PAINTING), RAISE IN LIMIT

92. UTILITIES & C C INC, 52585, LONNY BOE CUNNINGHAM, PRES; PATRICKS S O'LAUGHLIN, QE/CMS/TRADE; (RESIGNED 04/12/2002), (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER

93. V E INC, 43200, JERRY H VALENZUELA, PRES; VIVIAN VALENZUELA, QE/CMS; (RESIGNED 07/25/2002); JERRY H VALENZUELA, (PR/TRADE), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER, -CMS ONLY

94. V E INC, 43202, JERRY H VALENZUELA, PRES; JERRY H VALENZUELA, (PR/TRADE); VIVIAN VALENZUELA, (QE/CMS); (RESIGNED 07/25/2002), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER, -CMS ONLY

95. WESTPAC CONSTRUCTION*, 53271, DAVID JESSIE UNGAR, PRES; DAVID PAUL DEWANE, (VP/CMS/TRADE), (C-3-CARPENTRY), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER
96. DLACO RESURFACE, DARRELL LEON ALSTON JR, OWN/CMS/TRAD, (C40-CONCRETE COATINGS), NEW APPLICATION, RECONSIDERATION/BOARD DECISION ON CLASSIFICATION

97. G DUBS ROOFING CONSTRUCTION, GARY WAYNE MOODY, OWNER/CMS/TRADE, (C15A-ROOFING), NEW APPLICATION, BOARD DECISION

98. HOUTS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, 50575, ARVIL MYRON HOUTS, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), F/S ON RENEWAL, BOARD DECISION

99. I C C I IDEAL CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION INC, 50468, LESLEY EDWARD ALBRIGHT, (PR/CMS/TRAD, (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING), F/S ON RENEWAL, BOARD DECISION

100. LINDEN EGGERS, SHERMAN LINDEN EGGERS, OW/CMS/TRADE, (C40-CONCRETE SEALERS & HARDENERS), NEW APPLICATION, BOARD DECISION

101. PAYLESS FLOORING & DESIGN, MICHAEL HOWARD RACHLIN, OWNER/CMS/TR, (C16-FINISHING FLOORS), NEW APPLICATION, BOARD DECISION

102. QUALITY MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS INC, 10867A, JERALD MAC SPILSBURY, (EO), (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING), TEMPORARY RENEWAL, BOARD DECISION
103. TELESTO SOLUTIONS INC, JIM B FINLEY, PRES; BRICE L GUBLER, QE/CMS/TRD, (A3,7,11,12,13,18,21-DAMS & RESERVOIRS; EXCAVATING & GRADING; RECYCLING ASPHALT; EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE; WRECKING BUILDINGS; FARM IRRIGATION; FENCING & GUARDRAILS) , NEW APPLICATION

104. 4 M CONSTRUCTION, JAMES CONWAY MERRITHEW, (OW/CMS/TRD), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, RECONSIDERATION

105. A & E FOAM & INSULATION, ERIC LANCE RUCKER, OWNER/CMS/TRADE, (C15A,C,D-ROOFING; INSULATION; WATERPROOFING), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY

106. ACME CONCRETE PAVING INC, JAMES TIMOTHY WELSH, PRES; ROBERTO MARIO SEGHERETTI, (VP), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY

107. CLAY ALLEN CONTRACTOR, RALPH CLAYBOURNE ALLEN, OWN; RALPH CLAYBOURNE ALLEN, OWN/CMS/TRD, (C15-ROOFING & SIDING), NEW APPLICATION, RECONSIDERATION

108. ALLEN CONSTRUCTION L L C, CHARLES FRANKLIN ALLEN, MEMBER; CHARLES FRANKLIN ALLEN, MEM/CMS/TRD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY

109. ARTISTIC WATERFALLS (DBA), ALAN ZERBINI, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (A22-WATERFALLS), NEW APPLICATION

110. BRUCE COBURN CONSTRUCTION, BRUCE MARVIN COBURN, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

111. CENTRAL VALLEY INSULATION (DBA), ROBERT DEAN MANROE, PRES; TERRY PHILIP REMPP, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (C-3D-INSULATION), NEW APPLICATION

112. CENTURY CONSTRUCTORS & ENGINEERS INC, RANDALL GREEN HARMSEN, PRES; GARRY GRANT STEVENS, QE/CMS/TRD, (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), NEW APPLICATION

113. CLIMATE MASTER, DOUGLAS GRANT RENNIE, OWN; DOUGLAS GRANT RENNIE, OWN/CMS/TRD, (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING), NEW APPLICATION

114. COMREN INC, EDWARD ALLAN AMSTUTZ, PRES/CEO; WILLIAM DAVID AMSTUTZ, SECT/CMS/TRD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

115. CONCEPT CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT INC, DONNIE EDWARD BOWEN, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

116. DENNIS CLARK CONSTRUCTION, DENNIS PATRICK CLARK, OWN; DENNIS PATRICK CLARK, OWNER/CMS/TRD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, RECONSIDERATION
117. DON BELL SIGNS LLC, GARY DONALD BELL, MANAGING MEM; CECIL JESSE JR WARD, VP/CMS/TRD, (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS), NEW APPLICATION

118. DUCHARMES DOOR CORP, DARRYL FRANCIS DUCHARMES, PRES; JEFF GERARD BONNEMA, (VP/CMS/TRADE), (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION), NEW APPLICATION

119. ENERGY ERECTORS INC, WILLIAM LEVI BEERS, PRES; THOMAS PAUL KEATING, VP/CMS/TRADE, (A17-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY), NEW APPLICATION

120. ENERGY ERECTORS INC, WILLIAM LEVI BEERS, PRES; THOMAS PAUL KEATING, VP/CMS/TRADE, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

121. FOUR SEASONS MECHANICAL LLC, DAVID EDWIN MARLIN, MANAGER; ANGELA IOLANDA EDSALL, MANAGER; EDWIN LANGER MARLIN, MANAGER/CMS/TRA, (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING), NEW APPLICATION

122. GALE BUILDING PRODUCTS (DBA), ROBERT DEAN MANROE, PRES; TERRY PHILIP REMPP, (QE/CMS); WILLIE CARLOS SOSA, (QE/TRADE), (C2D,E-AMPLIFYING SYSTEMS; SIGNAL SYSTEMS), NEW APPLICATION

123. HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INC, DAVID M COTE, PRES/CEO; JUAN M ERIVES, QEMP/CMS; LEO A SCHAFER, QEMP/TRADE, (C-2C,D,E-FIRE DETECTION; AMPLIFYING SYSTEMS; SIGNAL SYSTEMS), NEW APPLICATION

124. HURLEY CONSTRUCTION, ADAM PAUL HURLEY, OWNER/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

125. JERRY CURRY CONSTRUCTION, GERALD BRUCE CURRY, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

126. J N C DEVELOPMENT, JAY EDWIN BARKEL, PRES/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

127. LAMONICA CONSTRUCTION INC, JOSEPH JAMES LAMONICA, PRES; JOSEPH JAMES LAMONICA, PRES/CMS/TRD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

128. M E I ELECTRICAL INC, GERALD G WATTS, PRES; JAMES C PARKER, QE/CMS/TRD, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

129. MARSHALL AUDIO/VIDEO SYSTEMS INC, DENNIS JAMES SAVAGE, PRES; RANDALL DUANE MCCLEVE, QE/CMS/TRADE, (C-2D-AMPLIFYING SYSTEMS), NEW APPLICATION

130. MICHELS CORPORATION, PATRICK DALE MICHELS, PRES; WILLIAM ROBERT WELTIN, (VP/CMS); WILLIAM HERMAN MONGIN, (QE/TRADE), (C42-COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION SYSTEMS), NEW APPLICATION
131. OAKSTONE CONSTRUCTION INC, WILLIAM ANTHONY KREISL, PRES; WILLIAM ANTHONY KREISL, PRES/CMS/TRD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

132. ORMAZA CONSTRUCTION INC, PEDRO GREGORIO ORMAZA, (PR/CMS/TRD), (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

133. P & H REMODEL & RESTORATION, PHILIP MICHAEL PARMAN, PRES/TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, SE/CMS, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

134. PRECISE PAINTING, ASCENCION SARABIA-RODRIGUEZ, OWN/CMS, (C-4A-PAINTING), NEW APPLICATION

135. PROFESSIONAL PROPERTIES, GREGORY LEE GEORGE, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY

136. ERIC REAMER CONSTRUCTION, ERIC STEPHEN REAMER, (OW/TRADE); MICHAEL CHARLES JEFFRIES, (QE/CMS), (B2,3-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL; SPECULATIVE BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION

137. S O S NEVADA, LARRY LEE RUSSELL, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), NEW APPLICATION

138. SEQUOIA PACIFIC BUILDERS INC, CHRIS WENDELL EATOUGH, PRES; CHRIS WENDELL EATOUGH, PRES/CMS/TRD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

139. SIEMENS BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES INC, STANLEY MICHAEL KUNKA, PRES; KEVIN JOEL BEARCE, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION

140. SOLID CONCRETE, OLISI VILIFINEFEUIAKI LUI, OWN/CMS/T, (C-5A-CONCRETE POURING), NEW APPLICATION

141. SUPREME PLUMBING INC, RUBEN MARTIN, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C1-PLUMBING & HEATING), NEW APPLICATION

142. VILLAGE BUILDERS OF NEVADA INC, PAUL THOMAS COX, PRES; PAUL THOMAS COX, PRES/CMS; WILLIAM LARS ANDERSON, QE/TRD, (C2-ELECTRICAL), NEW APPLICATION

143. WALSH & FORSTER INC, ROBERT SIDDOWAY WALSH, PRES; ROBERT SIDDOWAY WALSH, PRES/CMS/TRD, (B-GENERAL BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION

144. WESTERN SLOPE IRON & SUPPLY INC, ROBERT JEFFREY OVER, PRES/CMS/TRADE, (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY

145. WESTLAND CONSTRUCTION OF UTAH(DBA), STANLEY A HOUGHTON JR, PR/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY
146. BABCOCK & WILCOX CO (THE), 8224, R E TETRAULT, COB; WILLIAM WILLMAN, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), OFFICER CHANGE, WITH RENEWAL

147. BEST ACCESS SYSTEMS, BEST LOCK CORPORATION, 49706, RUSSELL CHARLES BEST, PRES; STEPHEN C SEVERENCE, QE/CMS/TRADE; (RESIGNED 5/16/02), (C40-LOCKS & HARDWARE), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER

148. BEST ACCESS SYSTEMS, 49706, RUSSELL CHARLES BEST, PRES; STEPHEN C SEVERENCE, (QE/CMS/TRADE); (RESIGNED 5/16/02), (C40-UNCLASSIFIED (C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR LOCKS & HARDWARE)), OFFICER CHANGE, WITH RENEWAL

149. BETA ENGINEERING LLC, 53683, MARVIN HAROLD VEULEMAN, PRES; PATRICK SCOTT ROBISON, (QE/CMS/TRADE, (A17-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY), RAISE IN LIMIT

150. BUILDINGS AND DWELLINGS GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO, 40042, DENNIS SCOTT TONJUM, (PA/TRADE); THOMAS WORTHINGTON YANTIS, (PA/CMS), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT

151. C E I WEST ROOFING COMPANY INC, 25730, FREDERICK EMORY HOLLAND, (QO), (C15A-ROOFING), OFFICER CHANGE, WITH RENEWAL

152. CENTURY GLASS INC, 50918A, ROLAND GENE SCARSELLI, PRES; TINA LEE SCARSELLI, (VP/CMS/TRADE), (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT

153. JAMES F COLFER, 1848, JAMES F COLFER, (OW), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

154. COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE & CONSTRUCTION, 48493, MICHAEL CHARLES BLIXT, PRES; RANDALL ALLEN STORY, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

155. DESERT SHORE TILE INC, 37826A, ROGER SCOTT OSTENDORF, (PR/CMS/TRADE, (C20-TILING), RAISE IN LIMIT

156. DIAMOND ENTERPRISES EXCAVATING, 45084, STEVEN MARK HENRY, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (A9,12,15-PIERS & FOUNDATIONS; EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE; SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES), RAISE IN LIMIT

157. DYWIDAG SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL USA INC, 23023, JOHN BROWNING, PRES; RONALD D GIESEL, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (C14A,B-REINFORCING STEEL; STRUCTURAL STEEL), OFFICER CHANGE, WITH RENEWAL

158. EBERHART ELECTRIC INC, 48132, GARDNER LEE JR EBERHART, (PR/CMS/TRA, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), RAISE IN LIMIT

159. HAMMOND & MASING GENERAL CONTRACTORS, 49356, GREGORY FAY HAMMOND, PRES; BOYD DANIEL MASING, (VP/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
RENO LICENSE CHANGES
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160. MOON CONSTRUCTION, 21821A, RONALD LEROY MOON, (OW/CMS/TRADE),
(B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), F/S ON RENEWAL

161. ROBERT C O'NEILL CONSTRUCTION, 49013, ROBERT CLIFTON O'NEILL,
(OW/CMS/TRAD, (C25-FENCING & EQUIP PLAY), RAISE IN LIMIT, RECONSIDERATION

162. PETERSEN FENCE COMPANY, 52347, JAMES ELLIS PETERSEN, PART; GORDON ANDREW
PETERSEN, (PA/CMS/TRAD, (A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS), FS ON RENEWAL

163. PETRILLA CONSTRUCTION INC, 17776, ALLAN DAVID PETRILLA, (PR),
(C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING), RAISE IN LIMIT

164. RENO CONCRETE INC, 40810, MICHAEL DEAN POPEJOY, (QO/CMS/TRADE),
(C-5A-CONCRETE POURING), RAISE IN LIMIT

165. SUDA INC, 23540, AIDA NAUMAN, PRES; WALTER LEE LONGWEDEL, (QO),
(B-GENERAL BUILDING), VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

166. SILVER STAR DEVELOPMENT, 40709, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL),
RAISE IN LIMIT

167. TMC INC, 47143, MICHAEL LEROY GARDNER, (PR/CMS/TRADE),
(A7,15,19,20-EXCAVATING & GRADING; SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES; PIPELINE &
CONDUITS; INDUSTRIAL PIPING), RAISE IN LIMIT

168. TILTON PACIFIC CONSTRUCTION INC, 38814, JAMES RICHARD TILTON,
(PR/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

169. TWIN CITY TILE INC, 20553A, KATHLEEN S COHEN, PRES; WILLIAM HARDY WREN,
(QE/CMS/TRADE), (C20-TILING), OFFICER CHANGE, WITH RENEWAL

170. VULCAN CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE INC, 24350, CORDELIA ALVES, SECT;
THOMAS ROBERT FLYNN, (QE), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), RAISE IN LIMIT